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Tradition and innovation …

… offer you safety

Safety is an indispensable factor when you are con-
sidering climate control for your rooms. Whether you
are looking for air-conditioning in offices or banks, cli-
mate control in sensitive hospital wards, a process
climate for IT and production areas or to meet clean-
room requirements.
Clima Tech Airconditioners provides the perfect solu-
tion for all tasks.
Clima Tech is a 35-year old well established company
in Austria with production facility in Italy, near Triest.
Shareholders are the Zamil Group, one of the world's
largest manufacturers of climate control equipment,
employing over 2.500 people. The staff of Austrian

factory applies innovative approaches and tried-and-
tested expertise to provide customer needs solutions
in line with the constantly increasing demands of the
market place.
We bring to fruition special projects and meet bespo-
ke requirements, proof of our flexibility. Well thought
out, all embracing solutions, from the original idea to
advice, planning, development and production, right
through to assembly and maintenance. Modern, state-
of-the-art production plants and consistently applied
quality management under DIN EN ISO 9001:2000
guarantee a recognised quality standard for our pro-
ducts. „Just-in-time“ delivery included.

- economic
- quality optimized
- hygienic
- sterile

Where cleaness is subject High standars in laboratory
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Introduction

This catalogue is meant to serve as a guideline for
consulting and design engineers for the selection of
multiCENT Air Handling Units, make Clima Tech.
Please contact your local dealer for assistance with

any technical clarification, selection, consultancies
related to air handling units product capabilities, fea-
tures, or applications.

Quality

The quality and reliability of any Clima Tech Air
Handling Unit depends on the quality of the compo-
nents, therefore inline with our rigorous quality
management and selection of the best suppliers, we
offer you the highest quality Units.
Each unit can have designed-in flexibility to adapt to
your exact requirements. This capability provides

you the best overall total value based upon life
expectancy, functionality, energy efficiency and ser-
vice ability. Clima Tech Air Handling Unit designs
incorporate many engineering and performance fea-
tures which maximized equipment up-time and the
additional benefit of reduced equipment energy and
maintenance costs.
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Rigid and leak tight construction

Clima Tech Air Handling Units are fabricated from
penta post heavy gauge hot dip galvanized steel pro-
files and PE corner connection.
Panels and frame are secured using internally bolted

fixings. The Gasket liner between the panels and
frame ensures an excellent leak tight and also works
as thermal and acoustic insulation and guarantees
the tightness of the casing according to DIN EN1886.

Wide Range of Sizes

Seventeen standard sizes of optimally engineered
Air Handling Units can be supplied by Clima Tech to
handle air volumes from:

- 1.400 m3/h to 120.000 m3/h – Cooling duty
- Up to 210.000 m3/h – Heating and Ventilation only.

Non-standard units can be produced for any applica-
tion with much higher flow rates. For requirements in
excess of the above, please consult your nearest
Clima Tech representative.

Clima Tech Air Handling Units provide you the best
overall total value based upon life-expectancy,
functionality, energy efficiency and serviceability.
Clima Tech custom products and system designs
incorporate many engineering and performance fea-
tures that maximize equipment up-time and the addi-
tional benefit of reduced equipment energy and
maintenance costs.

Dear valued customer, please go through this catalogue, if you need more detailed information,
please don’t hesitate to contact your nearest Clima Tech office for assistance.

Flexible Modular Construction

Clima Tech Air Handling Units are manufactured as
a factory-made combined blocks of encased indivi-
dual modules assembly based upon a wide range of
standard panels (30mm, 50mm and 100 mm). An air
handling unit consists of a fan or fans and other
necessary sections like coil, filters, etc. to perform
one or more of the functions of circulating, cleaning,

heating, cooling, humidifying, dehumidifying and
mixing of air.

Clima Tech Air Handling Units can be delivered in sec-
tions for indoor or outdoor installation, completely
assembled or knocked-down for on site-assembly.
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Nomenclature

SERIES

TW
Standard Version

�
�

� �
�

�

�
�

�

�

PANEL
THICkNESS

UNIT SIZE 
nominal air flow

@ 2.5 m/s coil face velocity
PANEL DESIGN UNIT LOCATION

2
2,000m3/hr

� 3
3,000m3/hr

� 4
4,000m3/hr

� 6
6,000m3/hr

� 8
8,000m3/hr

� 11
11,000m3/hr

� 14
14,000m3/hr

� 17
17,000m3/hr

� 22
22,000m3/hr

� 26
26,000m3/hr

� 35
35,000m3/hr

� 47
47,000m3/hr

� 60
60,000m3/hr

� 73
73,000m3/hr

� 90
90,000m3/hr

� 105
105,000m3/hr

� 120
120,000m3/hr

P3
30 mm

B
Outside Coated 

RAL 5012

D
Roof Top Unit

TWH
Hygienic Version

P5
50 mm

V
Outside Galvanized

P5E
50 mm Thermal Break

� P10
100 mm

S
Special Design
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Quick Unit Selection

73

60
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35

26

22
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90
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120
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TW

Air flow volume [m3/h] 

1.000 2.000 3.000 5.000 10.000 20.000 30.000 50.000 100.000

20
0.
00

0

15
0.
00

0

Range I 

Range II 

Range I = Air flow volume referring to free unit cross section
and air flow velocity from 1 m/s to 3,5 m/s

Range II = Air flow volume referring to coil finned area
and air flow velocity from 1 m/s up to 2,5 m/s
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Unit Cross Section

3520 291073

3215 260560

2605 260547

1955 2605 199535

1955

2565

1955 1995 199526

1955 1650 1995 1690 22

1955 1345 1995 138517

1650 1345 1690 138514

1345 1345 1385 138511

1345 1040 1385 10808

1040 1040 1080 10806

1040 735 1080 7754

940 735 980 7753

735 635 775 6752

3825 3215 103.816 

85.932

69.723

56.025 

42.328

31.979

26.805 

21.630 

18.131

14.631

11.131 

8.468

5.805 

5.207

3.382 

146.030

121.952

90.400 

73.840

59.410 

46.890   

35.540

26.260 

21.750 

17.350

14.230 

11.195 

8.280 

5.975 

3.895 

3.410

2.005

120.582

104.440

90 

W (mm) H (mm)

TWP3filter arrangement

Filter 1/1 = 592 x 592 mm
24” x 24” 

Filter 1/2 = 287 x 592 mm
12” x 24”

Filter 5/6 = 490 x 592 mm
20” x 24”

TWP5

Air flow rate m3/h
at 2,5 m/s

Unit size

W (mm) H (mm)

across Unit  
section across Coil

TW

30 Filter 1/1

1 Filter 5/6

1 Filter 5/6
1 Filter 1/2

1 Filter 1/1
1 Filter 1/2

1 Filter 1/1
2 Filter 1/2

2 Filter 1/1
2 Filter 1/2

4 Filter 1/1
2 Filter 1/2

6 Filter 1/1
3 Filter 1/2

4 Filter 1/1

6 Filter 1/1

9 Filter 1/1

12 Filter 1/1

16 Filter 1/1

20 Filter 1/1
9 Filter 1/2

20 Filter 1/1

4450 3215105 35 Filter 1/1

4450 3830120 42 Filter 1/1
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Unit Frame

The Clima Tech TW-series Air Handling Unit is con-
structed from framed modules manufactured from
galvanized steel profiles joined by means of 3D injec-
ted molded and reinforced PE corners to form the
“Penta-post” construction. This method has demon-
strated superior mechanical characteristics and
gives the unit its rigidity and design flexibility.

The unique profiles with their unique cross sections
designed to give extra strength and rigidity to the unit
frame and to prevent any buckling or deformation.

Middle webs of the same material as the profiles are
used to recess the panels and stiffen the case
assembly.
The frame construction makes it possible to disas-
semble and reassemble the unit sections at site in
case of access or lifting difficulties.

Unit Frame Options*:

- 30 mm & 50 mm hot dip galvanized
steel profile.

- Special corrosion resistant profile out
of hot dip galvanized sheet steel, ther-
mal contact free which provides per-
fect isolation between the inside and
outside of the air handling unit casing
(50 mm, only).

- Corrision free, salt water resistant alu-
minium profil 30 and 50 mm.

- Other special unit frame options by
dimension (above 50 mm) and materi-
al, on demand.

50 mm no thermal 
bridge profile

30 mm 
galvanized profile

50 mm 
galvanized profile

30 mm Profile Penta-Post 50 mm Profile Penta-Post An air handling unit module

*more option as per computer selection programm
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Panels, Paint, Insulation

For standard panel, the outer skin of the sandwich
panel is zinc galvanized steel sheet metal of 0,75 mm
thickness polyester powder coated (RAL 5012). It com-
plies 360h salt spray testing and UV-light resistant.
The inner skin of the panel are supplied in a zinc gal-
vanized finish of 1,2 mm thickness (class GI90).
Stiffeners inside the panel are provided to enhance
the rigidity and to secure the inside insulation. The
internal insulation for best thermal and acoustical
unit performance from rockwool and having min. 70
kg/m3 density. The insulation confirms to Class A1,
European EN 13501-1 standards for fire resistance
and is having conductivity lD 0,035 W/m-kJ.

Access Panels And Doors

The access panels and doors of the air handling unit
have exactly the same configuration of the fixed
panels described previously with same variety of
choices.

The access panel type is determined based on the
unit size and the section which to be served.

Five types of access panels and doors can be provided:
A. Screwed panel is fixed with external screws for

easy service access.
B. Removable access panel with latches and handle.
C. Hinged door with turn bolt.
D. Hinged door with turn-lever.
E. Hinged door with double lever lock.

Roof Cover

For outdoor installations, TW-series air handling
units are equipped with a standard roof cover to pro-
tect the unit from varying climates. The roof cover is
made with slight pitch down from the centerline to the
ends on both sides to avoid rain accumulation on the
unit top. For best rainwater drainage, the roof cover
is extended along the unit perimeter.

Sealant
application
be fore roof
cover
installation Roof Cover

TW-series casing panels are constructed from dou-
ble wall, sandwich type panels. With this configurati-
on, the insulation is kept out of the air stream and
thus assures better indoor quality, as well as the ease
of cleaning. Panel thickness is 30, 50 or 100 mm
based on the unit size, as standard TW 2 – TW 35
comes with 30 mm panel thick, while TW 47 – TW
120 comes with 50 mm panel thick. Upon client
request. TW2 – TW35 units can be manufactured
with 50 mm panel thickness and TW 2 – TW 120 can
be manufactured with 100 mm panel thickness as an
option.

0,75mm 1,00mm 1,25mm 1,50mm

Double Skin Panel

� � � �

Galvanized Painted

0,75mm 1,00mm 1,25mm 1,50mm

�

� � �

Stainless Steel

0,75mm 1,00mm 1,25mm 1,50mm

� � � �

Aluminium

1,00mm 1,25mm 1,50mm

�

�
� �

Inner Skin

Galvanized 

1,25mm 1,50mm

� �

1,25mm 1,50mm

� �

1,25mm 1,50mm

� �

1,25mm 1,50mm

Galvanized Painted

Stainless Steel Aluminium

�

�

�

�

�

Outer Skin

Fiberglass

1 inch 2 inch

� �

Foam

1 inch 2 inch

�

�

�

�

Rockwool 

1 inch 2 inch

�

�

� � �

Galvanized �

�

� � �

Outer Skin
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Filters

A wide Variety of filter types is available to meet any
filtration requirements, including flat filters, low-velo-

city filters, bag filters, HEPA filters, carbon filters, and
other types.

Aluminum 
filters

Synthetic 
filters

Pleated filters

1. Panel filters 

as pre filter clean-/washable  according CEN EN 779
in standard international dimension

- Panel thickness: 2” (48mm); 4” (96mm)
- Filter media: syn. woven, Aluminiun/galv. steel mesh
- Filter class: G3, G4 
- Dimension pressure drop: initial + final recommended (Pa) / 2

2. Bag filters  

as pre-, second or final  filter disposal type  according CEN EN 779
in standard international dimension

- Bag length: 195, 360 – 600 mm 
- Filter media: syn. woven or glas fiber
- Filter class: G4 (bag length 195 or 360mm)

M5, M6, F7 – F9 [bag length 360 and 600mm
- Dimension pressure drop: initial + final recommended (Pa) / 2

3. Hepa filters  

HEPA-filter, cassette type  according EN 1822  resp. DIN 24183
in standard international dimension

-  Filter frame: MDF-media [particle board] or galv. sheet steel 
-  Filter depth: 292 mm
-  Filter media: glasfiber, pleated
-  Filter class: H10 to H14
-  Efficiency:    85% up to 99,995%  MPPS
-  Dimension pressure drop: final recommended  (~ 400 Pa)

4. Low velocity Filters (V-Filters)  

This can be provided as an option to Increase the filtration area. Filters
arranged in a v-bank, filters media options are same as flat filters.

- Carbon filters
- Stainless steel filter frames.
- Differential pressure switch (loose delivery)
- Auto roll filters
- Sand Inertia filters

Options*:

- For visual indication of the filter conditions, an incli-
ned manometer for indoor applications can be provi-
ded or alternatively, a Magnahelic manometer can be
provided specially for the outdoor applications.
(loose delivery)

*more option as per computer selection programm
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- 304/316L Stainless steel coils casing
- On staked coils, intermediate drain pans can be

fitted to provide drainage of condensate on the
upper coil block.

Options*:

- Copper tube – copper fins coil
- Pre-coated fins coil epoxy
- 5/8’’ tube diameter - coils
- Coated coils Heresite; Bly-Gold

Coils

All coils designed to deliver their respective duties at
optimum performance at all design conditions and to
meet a wide range of applications and requirements.
As a standard, coils are manufactured from seam-
less copper tubes of 1/2” OD, mechanically expan-
ded into collar continuous corrugated aluminum fins
to provide a continuous compression bond over the
entire finned length for maximum heat transfer rates.
The standard fin spacing is 2,0 mm; however 3,0; 2,5
and 1,8 mm are available as an option upon the
client request or to achieve the determined indoor
conditions.
Extensive cleaning is done after manufacturing each
coil for optimum system cleanliness and all coils are
factory tested at 300 psig air pressure underwater.
Due to the huge variety of coil input conditions, the
coils calculation and selection is optimally done
based on a fully wetted coil by selection software
integrated in the unit selection software to match the
required conditions.
Direct expansion coils are equipped with a properly -
sized expansion valve and distributor to ensure
equal refrigerant fed to all circuits. The number of cir-

cuits is chosen to provide
optimum heat transfer and
reasonable refrigerant velo-
city and pressure drop so as
not to trap any oil in the coil
tubing.
Headers and connections
for water coils and DX-coils
are made of seamless cop-
per pipes, and inlet and out-
let connections are sealed
against unit panels by rub-
ber gaskets as standard
wherever coil connections
protrude through the casing.
Utilizing the full available
unit cross section area, coils
are mounted in the unit
casing on noncorrosive slide
rails to allow for easy coil
slide in – slide out when
required. All water coils are fitted with plugged drain
and vent tapping to facilitate draining and venting.

Drain Pan

In order to remove the condensate, droped-out during
dehumidification, the drain pan is supplied under the
cooling coil, cover the entire coil section.
The drain pan, as standard, is made from stainless
steel, material code 304L.
For best drainage, drainage connection given from
one side of AHU (left or right). For AHU's of size TW
47 - TW120 the drainage connection, due to the big
size of coils could be provided from both sides. The
drain pan outer surface is insulated by (1/8"-thick)
closed cell foam insulation to prevent condensation. - Intermediate drain pan for small Units

- 316L Stainless steel pain

Options*:

304L Stainless steel
drain pan

The drain pan covers
the whole coil section

Chilled-/Hot Water Coil

Direct Expansion Coil

*more option as per computer selection programm

*more option as per computer selection programm



of the most important environmental factors which
we fine tuned our product to reduce it, the choice of
using plug fan will
be ideal to achieve
this goal. Plug fans
are extremely quiet
Efficiency and
quiet operation
make an exceptio-
nal combination for
your air handling
unit.
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Fans

The standard used fans in TW-series are high perfor-
mance Double Width Double Inlet (DWDI) centrifugal
fans, optimally engineered for HVAC application, with
high quality, and fully tested performance in accor-
dance with DIN 24166 accuracy class 1, ISO 5801,
BS 848-Part1 and AMCA 210 standards.
All fans are optimally selected for best performance
and sound characteristics based on maximum fan
efficiency.

The impellers can have forward curved, backward
inclined or airfoil profile blades depending on the
customer requirement and the system static pressure.

The impeller is galvanized finished for forward curve
blade, glass reinforced polymid or welded heavy
gauge steel painted with epoxy for backward and air-
foil blade. All fans are statically and dynamically
balanced for stable non surging operation.

1- Centrifugal Fans

Forward Fan Backward Fan Backward Airfoil Fan

Most of the energy consumed by an air handling unit
is the electricity used to run the fan motor, whilst only
a small percentage of the energy goes to heat gene-
ration, so high fan efficiency means power saving,
this is why the plug fans which are high fan efficien-
cy significantly reduces the consumption of electrici-
ty, and therefore the operation cost.

Direct Drive simplicity converts to less operating
expenses also as there are no fan shafts, bearing,
belts or guards to maintain.
Noise emission level of air handling units is also one

2- Plug Fans

Plug Fan
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Drives

Transmission of power from the motor to the fan is
provided by means of a set of pulleys and matching
V-belts. The pulleys are taper locked to the fan and
motor shaft. TW-series air handling units are equip-
ped with the optimized pulleys and belts, which are
sized and pre-installed by factory. Optimal selection
of drives and proper installation will ensure that the
fan restart at the required designed speed and at
same time help to optimize fan and motor bearing life.

- Explosion Proof motors
- Two speed motors

- Stand by motors
- VFD for motor

Options*:

Standard motors are fitted with six terminals, and a
terminal connection and wiring diagrams are shown
in the motor terminal box.

Transmission
Assembly
Fan Pulley – 
Motor Pulley  
Belt Guard

Blower Motors

Fan motors are totally enclosed, fan cooled (TEFC)
squirrel cage type with class “F“ insulation at 40 °C
ambient temperature and continuous duty. Motors
are of IP55 and protect the motor from dust and
water, it is mounted on an adjustable slide so that the
belt tension can be easily adjusted.
With a voltage tolerance   10% and frequency tole-
rance    5 %, motor can operate in an ambient -16 to
+40 °C according to IEC60034-1 standard.
For motor sizing the mechanical losses incurred in
transmitting the load from motor shaft to the fan shaft
are taken into consideration along with a reasonable
safety factor.

Standard Motor Slide Standard Motor+-

+-

- TW2- TW35 quipped with the 1” deflection springs.

Options*:

Vibration Eliminator

In order to reduce the transmission of noise and
vibration, the complete fan motor sub-base assembly
is mounted on set of anti-vibration mounts.
As standard for TW2- TW35, the fan assembly is a
common base frame entirely isolated from the unit by
rubber in shear while as standard in units TW47 –
TW120, the frame isolated by 1” deflection open type
spring isolators.

Rubber Isolator Spring Isolator

*more option as per computer selection programm

*more option as per computer selection programm
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Dampers

Clima Tech TW series Air Handling Units are equip-
ped with heavy duty, mulit-blade, low leakage dam-
pers to modulate and control the air flow.
Dampers can be provided with opposed blades or
parallel blades. Dampers are prepared for either
manual or motorized operation (motor can be provi-
ded as an option).
As standard, the damper frame is constructed from

1.5 mm galvanized
steel, non-welded
counter rotating airfoil
op pose galvanized
steel blades fitted to the
case with close gap,
shafts made from chro-
me pleated steel, self-
lubricating hard nylon
shaft bushes and gal-
vanized steel linkage

and brackets. To ensure low leakage, the dampers
are equipped with side-edge seals.

The following dampers alternatives 
can be provided:
- Airtight according EN1751 DIN 1949
- 304L Stainless steel dampers with airfoil blades.
- Gear type dampers with Aluminum airfoil blades.
For easy installation, the damper frame is designed
and fabricated to serve as a flange for ductwork con-
nection. 

The previously mentioned dampers can be used as:
- Full-face air intake dampers
- Bypass dampers
- Fresh, exhaust, and return air dampers for two-way

or three-way mixing box
- Economizer control
- Multi-zone application dampers

Some Possible Dampers
Positions & Application

Plenum Section

Empty sections can be provided upon request as an
access or to facilitate the function of a component in
another section or for future use. The standard

length of the plenum section is 500 mm, however,
custom sizes to suite any requirements can be provi-
ded.

Inlet-/Discharge Inlet Plenum

Fresh, Exhaust
and Return Air
Mixingbox, 
horizontal

Fresh, Exhaust
and Return Air
Mixingbox, 
vertical
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In order to recover energy and conserve its con-
sumption by exchanging the energy between the
supply and exhaust air streams, different types

of heat recovery systems can be provided built in
Clima Tech TW-series Units. This will assure the
economical running costs of the units.

Energy Recovery Wheel

The heat wheel is a rotating wheel consisting of an
air permeable aluminum matrix with a large interior
surface, the wheel consists of two half moon secti-
ons, and it should be installed in a double deck or
side by side units where the supply air flows through
one half of the rotary wheel while the exhaust air
flows in counter flow through the other half, the
wheel is rotating with low speed simultaneously.

Energy wheels designed to recover either sensible
heat only or both sensible and latent to meet the
requirements of the indoor air quality. The recovery
of sensible heat achieved when the sensible heat is
transferred as the metallic substrate gain and stores

heat form the warmer air stream and gives it up to
the cooler stream while the rotation of the wheel.

Latent heat is transferred as the metallic substrate
which is coated by a hygroscopic coating condenses
moisture from the air stream that has the higher
humidity ration through absorption and releases moi-
sture though evaporation into the air stream that has
a lower humidity ratio. The TW-series selection soft-
ware optimizes the selection of the energy wheel to
achieve the needed indoor conditions.
Heat wheels are ideal for applications that demand
high percentage of fresh air intake like in hospitals,
labs, universities and pharmaceutical applications.

Energy Recovery Wheel



It is an air to water heat exchanger system, it is used
to recover sensible heat only, it consists of two coils,
one located in the exhaust air stream and the other
in the supply air stream, both of them are connected
with a pump in a closed
circuit (pump and piping
by others), the heat
transfer medium is water.

When the cold air passes
through the first coil of
the run around system
which is located in the
cold air stream, it cools
down the water inside
the coil, after the water
looses heat, the pump
passes this cold water to

the coil in the hot air stream, heat exchange happe-
ned thus cooling the air and warming the water,
warm water returns to the coil in the cold stream and
the cycle is repeated.
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Run Around Coils

Plate Heat Exchanger

This type of heat recovery systems depends on the
thermal conduction propriety to recover sensible
heat only.
The plate heat exchanger is specially thermoformed
plates, connected together via folded edges perma-
nently bonded and sealed. The supply and exhaust

airflows pass crossways through the heat exchanger
alternate aluminum layers of the plate heat
exchanger. The two air streams are totally separated
by the nature of the heat exchanger construction, so
to use this type of heat exchangers, the unit shall be
a double deck unit.

Run Around Coils

Plate Heat Exchanger



Clima Tech Air Handling Units can be equipped with
air washer section which mainly serve for adiabatic
cooling, humidifying and air washing.
Air washer is a section in which the air flow is brought
in contact with a large quantity of sprayed water.
Depending on the condition of the circulating water,
air washers are forming a basic part of air conditio-
ning plants which easily combine washing, humidify-
ing and cooling of air. 
While water evaporates on the surfaces of large
drops and impurities contained in the air are washed
out, extremely small droplets (Superfine aerosols)

the top of the evaporative media via a distribution
header. The water flows down the corrugated surfa-
ce of the media. As
warm and dry air pas-
ses through the media
it evaporates a pro-
portion of the water
and thus produces
cold, humidified air.
The rest of the water
assists in washing the
media, and is drained
back to the tank.
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Humidifier

Clima Tech TW-series Air Handling Units can be
equipped with a self-contained humidifier, which is
electronically controlled to sense and control the
humidity.
The steam is generated in a polypropylene cylinder
mounted onto the outside of the humidifier section
within a special enclosure. A stainless steel distribu-
tor suitable in length passes through the unit casing
to inject steam in the air stream to reach the needed
humidity conditions.

1. Steam Humidifiers

can be fully absorbed by the air and they are desi-
gned to avoid the formation of superfine aerosols as
far as possible.

2. Air Washers

Steam Humidifier Steam Distributor

Evaporative Humidifier/Cooler has been specially
designed for integration into air-handling systems
within both residential and industrial buildings. The
design is compact and sizes conform to all typical
air-handling units (AHU). The standard product line
encompasses a wide range of sizes, options for
multi stage control, integrated droplet separators and
three nominal humidification efficiencies, 65%, 85%
and 95%.

Technology basics
The heart is a cassette made from inorganic non-
combustible evaporative media. Water is supplied to

3. Evaporative humidifier/cooler

Air Washer



To avoid water carry-over in humid
areas or when the velocity of air
across the cooling coils is high, drip
eliminators are provided.
As standard the drip eliminators are
provided in two cases:

1. When the velocity across the coil is
2.5 m/s or more.

2. When the water content of the air
is greater than 10.5 g/kg of dry air.

Other than in these two cases, the drip eliminator is
given as an option upon the request of the customer.
Drip eliminator blades are PVC-blades encased wit-
hin a galvanized steel frame. The blades are desi-
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Sound Attenuators

Sound attenuators can be used where a significant
reduction to fan noise is needed. Attenuators can be
provided in the supply and/or return air side with dif-
ferent lengths to provide a range of attenuator perfor-
mances. Sound attenuators casings are produced
with G90 galvanized steel sheets formed and lock
formed seams with a sealant.
The acoustic infill materials are inert, non-flammable,
non-hygroscopic, and will not sustain vermin or fun-
gus and odorless, the infill has a glass tissue facing
and is contained behind galvanized perforated metal,
which prevent infill material damage and fiber erosi-

on up. To reduce the pressure loss and regenerated
noise, the splitters are radiussed at both ends.

Drip Eliminators

gned to completely prevent water carry over with low
pressure drop. The drip eliminator is commonly fixed
directly to the coil casing, however, separate section
for the drip eliminator can be provided upon request.

Assembled Drip Eleminator

Sound
Attenuators

Electric Heater

Electrical heaters with wide range of capacities and
steps are available to be supplied built in Clima Tech
TW - series Air Handling Units.

The standard electric heater elements are of closed
flat type made from polished mild steel, in stand

alone design with galv. steel frame and fixed by
guide rails. The heaters are equipped with pre-wired
connection box IP40, safety thermostat (accord.
VDE/DIN) and manual reset button.
The heater can be easily removed after opening the
service panel on maitenenace side.
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Hygienic Units

Clima Tech Hygienic Air Handling Units incorporate
state-of-the-art technology to provide refrigeration
and meet filtration, pressurization, condensation
control, and sanitization standards required by the
critical applications where ultra clean air needed.

The units are custom engineered to produce the spe-
cified psychometric conditions and to achieve the
environmental design criteria for the area being ser-
ved.

Taking economic issues taken into consideration, our
design engineers can design hygienic air handling
units methodically and logically to suit the ultra clean
application requirements.

Our Hygienic air handling unit comply with the requi-
rements of DIN1946, Part 4, Ö-Norm H 6020, Part 1
and VDI 6022 with following main product features:
- Smooth inside surface design.
- Air tight dampers.
- Light and inspection windows in desired function

modules.
- Special joint sealing with silicon-free sealants.

Upon the request the unit can be supplied with addi-
tional optional features like:

- Stainless steel panels.
- Condensate nipples in the fan casing.
- Stainless steel fabrication parts for all components.
- Anti-bacterial coating for all the inner casing and

components.

Clima Tech Hygienic Air Handling units are the ans-
wer when clean conditioned air is needed for today’s
hygienic applications, like hospitals, pharmaceutical
sectors, food factories requirements, etc.

Small size hygienic air handling unit

Hygienic unit panel detail
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ClimCalc

The innovative Air Handling
Unit Selection-Software

ClimCalc support and improve 
your day-to-day work in: 

Design
Project management
Calculation

ClimCalc will configure and calculate, within a very
short period, the air handling unit equipment you
require. If any data you submit does not correspond
with the various certification standards and norms,
ClimCalc will reject it. ClimCalc is thus able to give
you the security of a planning procedure that is cor-
rect in every respect. One click on „Complete“ and
ClimCalc will work out the best price for your applica-
tion using optimum technical systems.

ClimCalc will automatically create material require-
ments and itemised equipment lists. In addition, you
will receive technical data, hx-diagrams, acoustic
curves and fan characteristics with operating point.
Scale CAD printouts of the required configuration
from every angle and autocad-compatible DWG and

DXF files are supplied as a matter of course.
Interfaces with NC machinery and sheet metal pro-
cessing centres ensure errorfree production of the
necessary parts. ClimCalc thus helps you to keep
equipment delivery dates to a minimum. ClimCalc is
a product of the aircalc++ family and by this in a posi-
tion to reap the benefit of over 20 years of experi-
ence in programming and project management for
air handling units.

You instantly get these results:

- Specification in Word-format

- Technical unit data, as print and convertible
into PDF-formate

- Specs. and unit dimension

- Unit sketch scaled, convertible and compatible
to AutoCad

Design your Unit by Drag & Drop
- for windows application, preferred XP
- No CAD-knowledge neccessary
- Network compatible

Feed in your technical data, per selected module
for unit calculation.

Step 1: Unit selection editor

Design your unit by drag&drop of module icons

Step 2: Unit Layout editor
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Feed in your technical data, per selected module for
unit calculation

Step 3: Data entry

Easily you are getting prints of: technical data, unit
sketch, prices, etc.

Step 4: Result / Print

Psychometric chart  
of AHU prozesses,
selected

Fan operation curve 
with operating point
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Reference

The constantly changing demands placed on
modern climate control systems require from us the
flexibility we demonstrate in our ongoing research in
planning and production. Because of our ongoing
development work, building on many years o experi-
ence, we have for a long time been among the
world's leading manufacturers of climate-control
equipment. 

With our presence on the international stage and
links with business partners around the world, we are
faced with the widest possible range of require-
ments. This gives us a vision, enabling us to meet so
many different challenges with great skill and exper-
tise.

Our references provide proof of that.

Hygienic
application 

Industry-
Technology

Comfort-
Technology

Aibler Oberwaltersdorf, Austria
Aircraft Budapest, Hungaria
Aramco Dammam, kSA
Audi Neckarsulm, Germany
General Electric Wr. Neustadt, Austria
Ghazlan Power Station, kSA
Nassiriyah Power Station, Iraq
Infineon Porto, Portugal
John Deere Zweibrücken, Germany

Karosa Vysoke Myto, Czech Republic
MAN Steyr, Austria
Mitsubishi Paper Bielefeld, Germany
PKPE Jubail, kSA
RAS Laffan, Qatar
Rehau Brake, Germany
Volkswagen Bratislava, Slovakia
York Hamburg, Germany

Coast Guard, kuwait
Deutsche Telekom, Germany
EXPO Lissabon, Portugal
IBM Mainz, Germany
Jeddah Airport, kSA
Madinah Mosque, kSA
Mobilkom Austria, Austria
Private Bank Zagreb, Croatia

Sabic Administrative Building, kSA
Saudi Telecom, kSA
Um Al Qura University, kSA
Antenna Tower, kuwait 
PACI Head Quarter, kuwait 
Voronezh, Russia
Unitic Business Center Sarajevo, BiH

hospital
AKH Vienna, Austria
Aramco Medical ORS Dammam, kSA
Augenklinik Salzburg, Austria
Guangzhou Kouoian Hospital, China
Fundeni Hospital Bucharest, Romania
First Hospital of Guangzhou City, China
King Faisal Hospital Riyadh, kSA
Al Shaab Hospital Baghdad, Iraq
People Hospital Guangdong Prov., China
Krankenhaus Koszarowa, Poland
Krankenhaus Wiener Neustadt, Austria
Onkologie Gliwice, Poland
Universitätsklinik Leipzig, Germany
Razi Hospital, kuwait

clean room
Alkaloid Pharma Skopje, Macedonia
Aventis Pharma Marburg, Germany
Baxter Jevany Bohumil, Czech Republic
Galena Opava, Czech Republic
Glaxo Smith Kline Jeddah, kSA
K.S.P.I., kuwait
PAA Laboratories Linz, Austria
Sandoz Austria Kundl, Austria
Slovakofarma Hlohovec, Slovakia
Sopharma Sofia, Bulgaria
Spimaco Riyadh, kSA
US Pharma, Poland
Vacsera Clean Room, Egypt
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Application
The compact unit is ready for installation and designed
for operation theatres, hygienic areas, intensive cares
and other applications, where hygiene climate is requi-
red according to DIN 1946/4 standard

Design
Frame design made of galvanized hollow sheet-steel
profiles and corner connections made of plastic. Inside
of unit made of galvanized steel, sealed and insulated
with mineral wool. Outside of the panels coated in RAL
shade 5012.

Outside and supply air section consisting of
- Filter section with filter cassette G4
- Heat recovery section with Cu/Al heat exchanger
- Cooling section with Cu/Al heat exchanger as direct

evaporator with eliminator
- Heating section with Cu/Al heat exchanger, frost pro-

tection thermostat and control valve
- Fan section with single inlet radial fan with backward-

curved blades, without casing, incl. speed controlled
motor and air volume measurement

- Humidifier section with electrical steam
humidifier

- Filter section with filter cassette F8

Return and exhaust air section consi-
sting of
- Filter section with filter cassette G4
- Heat recovery section with Cu/Al heat

exchanger
- Condenser section with Cu/Al heat

exchanger
- Fan section with single inlet radial fan

with backward curved blades, without
casing, incl. speed controlled motor and
air volume measurement

Mechanical section consisting of
- Compressor in Scroll-design for refrige-

rant R407C or R134a, including all
necessary refrigeration accessories and
safety devices

- Controls for heat recovery system with
pump, expansion tank, pressure gauge
and safety valve

Electrical and control section consisting of
- Digital control system for temperature and humidity,

controller for humidifier, speed controller for supply and
exhaust fans, as well as filter diff. pressure switches.

multi COMPACT  

Hygiene Compact Unit, Type KWHC

Hygiene Compact Unit KWHC 2000 ZA 4000 ZA 6000 ZA 8000 ZA

Outside / Supply air volume m3/h 2000 3500 6000 8000

External static pressure max. Pa 800 800 800 800

Fan motor power cons. kW 1,6 2,5 4,6 5,8

Pre filter G4 G4 G4 G4

Fine filter F8 F8 F8 F8

Retourn / Exhaust air volume m3/h 1800 3150 5400 7200

External static pressure max. Pa 400 400 400 400

Fan motor power cons. kW 0,74 1,6 2,4 5,8

Filter G4 G4 G4 G4

Heat recovery capacity *) kW 11,6 17,9 30,6 39,7

Pump motor capacity kW 0,4 0,4 0,59 0,59

Cooling capacity **) kW 12,8 23,1 38,2 48,5

Compressor power cons. **) kW 5,2 9,3 2 x 7,6 2 x 9,5

Refrigerant R407C R407C R407C R407C

Heating capacity PHW ***) kW 22,4 39,2 67,1 89,5

Heating media °C PHW 80/60

Humidifying capacity kg/h 15 23 45 65

Power consumption kW 11,4 17,5 34,2 49,4

Power supply 3x400V / 50Hz

Electrical power consumption kVA 24,4 38,9 68,1 96,2

Dimensions: Width mm 2995 3245 3620 4370

Depth mm 790 790 1040 1040

Height mm 2330 2330 2330 2330

Weight approx. kg 900 1150 1650 1850

Techn. Datas are subject to *) at return air condition 23 °C / 40 %rh and outside air temperature –16 °C
change without prior notice ! **) at outside air condition 32 °C / 40 %rh and return air temperature 27 °C
***) at air entering temperature –8 °C

Versions without return/exhaust air sections or without
heat recovery system but including external aircooled
condenser as well as external humidifier in the duct
system on request!

Options:

Hygiene Compact Unit

Fresh Air Supply Return

Exhaust
�

� �

�
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Hospital Equipment

Hygiene HVAC Solution (ÖNORM H6020 and DIN 1946-4)

Low-turbulence, homogene displacement air flow –
clean air LAM; series OPL...

The ventilation system OPL generates as stable
low-turbulence displacement air flow (“laminar
flow“) in the area of the operation slab. By this
system contamination with room-air is prevented. A
variant in design is Octaeder-/round form.
Optimizing air supply volume compared to the con-
ventional ceiling.

Low-turbulence displacement air flow with displace-
ment area – clean air JET; series OPS...

The ceiling with supporting air stream generates a
stable, low turbulence and draught-free displace-
ment air flow. The stabilizing action of the suppor-
ting streams attains a wide active area, mostly with
downwards movement of supply air and safety
covers the operating slab, the operating team and
the instrument carrier.

HEPA-filter ceiling and wall diffuser –
clean air SUP; series SFD...

These systems are designed for particle free and
and low-germ air distribution into clean-/hyg.
areas. They are equipped with HEPA-filter class
H13 or H14. For air distribution perforated, anemo-
stat or twist diffuser can be provided.

Laminar-flow displacement air flow with integrated
exhaust unity – clean air MAX; series OPLF...

A system for operating theatres with high special
demands of hygiene and germ poverty. A stable
“laminar“-air flow protect the OT-area for a downst-
ream laminare air flow around the OT-table, team
and patient. Fresh air will be mixed with OT-return
air and conditioned in a separated air handling unit.
The return air is sucked from the OT through grilles.

Turbulent mixed-airing –
clean air HYG; series HA...

A air distribution-system, which operates according
to low-turbulence induction principle. Designed for
Hyg.-rooms with low-limited room-height or special
roofing, in which no other Hyg.-suspent ceiling air-
distribution system can be used. The hygienic-out-
let can be used for OT-assosiated-adjoining rooms,
as well.

Exhaust air fluff-separator –
clean air EXH; series OPFA...

By use of the OT linen and clothes fluffs are gene-
rated. This is critical and of hygienic consideration
in OT-rooms and the connected air conditioning
systems. By use of of fluff-grilles, with removeable
stainless steel mesh, contamination of fluffs in
exhaust and supply air will be avoid.

OPSOPL SFD OPFA
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Foodstuff & Industial Equipment

Cooling and conditioning units 
for food stuff industry

Cooling units for pastries and sweets
Conditioning units for pastries
Water tempering units for pastries and sweets

- casing made of stainless steel
- integrated refrigeration unit
- integrated control unit

High precision air conditioning units 
for clean rooms

- casing double skinned outside coated, inside of
stainless steel

- fan section with speed controlled motor and air
volume control system

- integrated refrigeration section with heat recovery
sytem

- steam humidifier 
- control section with micro procssor controller
- high temperature and humidity constancy 

Cooling units in production lines 
for candy industry

- frame made of stainless steel
- belt driven fan section with motor
- cooling section with drop separator and drain pan
- heating section
- integrated titanium plate heat exchanger
- armature group mounted

High quality air conditioning units for special industry application
The units are user specifically designed and produced.
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Grand Air Handling Units System GTW

Robust solutions for extreme requirements

A balanced range of units with 6 different sizes for air
volumes of 80.000 – 250.000 m3/h, offers you a indi-
vidual selection for each demand.

Air Handling Units of series GTW can be used,
where other modular standard units do not find an
engagement because of ther big sizes. AHU´s of
GTW series shall be dlivered in knocked-down con-
ditions, whereby the assembling will taken place at
site.

The unit configuration will be as per request and
regarding to thermal transmittance classes, as well
as sound technical requirements and under conside-
ration of transportation an installation.
The basic of series of GTW is of modular constructi-
on using heavy duty galvanized hollow steel profile
structure. The panels are double skinned made from
galvanized sheet metal with a thickness of 63 mm.

filled with noninflammable mineral wool according-
class A1, as per EN 13501-1.
The units are useable for indoor as well as outdoor
installation. For outdoor installation the units will
have a weather protection roof (trapeze sheet
design).

system design

moduel layout

Basic module variable X* 150 mm
9 standardized unit sizes respecti-
ve free module layout about basic
module

160

140

125

190

210

235

U
ni
t 
si
ze

Air flow volume [m3/h] 

30.000 50.000 100.000 150.000 200.000 300.000

Range I 

Range II 

Range I = Air flow volume referring to free unit cross section
and air flow velocity from 1 m/s to 3,5 m/s

Range II = Air flow volume referring to coil finned area
and air flow velocity from 1 m/s up to 2,5 m/s
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Chiller & Condensing units

VSA / VHA

VHH / VSE / VHR

GSA / GHA 

GHH / GSE 

GHH-GHA 

VFC

NEW

VSA (6-262 kW)
Air cooled condensing unit with scroll compressor and
axial fans for outdoor installation

VHA (6-290 kW)
Air cooled liquid chiller with scroll compressor and axial
fans for outdoor installation

VHH (6-249 kW)
Water cooled liquid chiller with scroll compressor for
indoor installation

VSE (6-230 kW)
Condenserless liquid chiller with scroll compressor for
indoor installation

VHR (5-290 kW)
Air cooled liquid chiller with scroll compressor and centri-
fugal fans for indoor installation

VFC (5-290 kW)
Free cooling packaged liquid chiller with scroll compres-
sor and axial fans for outdoor installation

GSA (44-2000 kW)
Air cooled condensing unit with semi hermetic screw com-
pressors and axial fans for outdoor installation

GHA (44-1997 kW)
Air cooled liquid chiller with semi hermetic screw com-
pressors and axial fans for outdoor installation

GHH (90-2208 kW)
Water cooled liquid chiller with semi hermetic screw com-
pressors for indoor installation

GSE (44-1997 kW)
Condenserless liquid chiller with semi hermetic screw
compressors for indoor installation

GHH-GHA with Turbocor Compressor
Range with new Turbocor high efficiency, oil free com-
pressors with electromagnetic motor, Refrigerant
R134a, and new low GWP HFO-1234ze.




